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BEFORE USING THE POWER SUPPLY UNIT (Common)
Be sure to read this instruction manual thoroughly before using this product. Pay attention to all cautions and warnings before 
using this product. Incorrect usage could lead to an electrical shock, damage to the unit or a fire hazard.

DANGER
 Never use this product in locations where flammable gas or ignitable substances are present.

INSTALLATION WARNING
• When installing, ensure that work is done in accordance with the instruction manual. When installation is improper, there is 

risk of electric shock and fire.
• Installation shall be done by Service personnel with necessary and appropriate technical training and experience. There is a 

risk of electric shock and fire.
• Do not cover  the product with cloth or paper etc. Do not place anything flammable around. This might cause damage, 

electric shock or fire.

WARNING on USE
• Do not touch this product or its internal components while circuit in operation, or shortly after shutdown. You may receive 

a burn.
• While this product is operating, keep your hands and face away from it as you may be injured by an unexpected situation.
• There are cases where high voltage charge remains inside the product. Therefore, do not touch even if they are not in 

operation as you might get injured due to high voltage and high temperature. 
You might also get electric shock or burn.

• Do not make unauthorized changes to this product nor remove the cover as you might get an electric shock or might 
damage the product. We will not be held responsible after the product has been modified, changed or dis-assembled.

• Do not use this product under unusual condition such as emission of smoke or abnormal smell and sound etc. Please stop 
using it immediately and shut off the product.
It might lead to fire and electric shock. In such cases, please contact us. Do not attempt repair by yourself, as it is 
dangerous for the user.

• Do not operate and store these products in environments where condensation occurs due to moisture and humidity. It might 
lead fire and electric shock.

• Do not drop or apply shock to this product. It might cause  failure. Do not operate these products mechanical stress is 
applied.

CAUTION on MOUNTING
• Confirm connections to input/output terminals are correct as indicated in the instruction manual before switching on.
• Input voltage, Output current, Output power, ambient temperature and ambient humidity should be kept within 

specifications, otherwise the product will be damaged, or cause electric shock or fire.  
• Do not use this product in special environment with strong electromagnetic field, corrosive gas or conductive substances 

and direct sunlight, or places where product is exposed to water or rain.
• Mount this product properly in accordance with the instruction manual, mounting direction and shall be properly be 

ventilated.
• Please shut down the input when connecting input and output of the product.
•   The power supply may cause damage when it intake conductive material, dust and liquid. When use this product, please be 

careful to prevent entry of those materials to inside the product by using filter etc.
•　 Do not use this product in environments where causes the salt damage.

CAUTION on USE
•   Product individual notes are shown in the instruction manual. If there is any difference with common notes  individual notes 

shall have priority.
•　Before using this product, be sure to  read the catalog and instruction manual. There is risk of electric shock or damage to 

the product or fire due to improper use.
•　Input voltage, Output current, Output power, ambient temperature and ambient humidity should be kept within 

specifications, otherwise the product will be damaged, or cause electric shock or fire.  
•　If the built-in fuse is blown, do not use the product even after replacing the fuse as there is risk of abnormality inside. Be 

sure to request repair to our company.
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•　For products without built-in protection circuit (element, fuse, etc.), insert fuse at the input to prevent smoke, fire during  
abnormal operation.

 　As for products with built-in protection circuit, depending on usage conditions, built-in protection circuit might  not work. It 
is recommended to provide separate proper protection circuit.

•　For externally mounted fuse do not use other fuses aside  from our specified and recommended fuse.
•　This product was made for general purpose electronic equipment for standard industrial use and is not designed for 

applications requiring high safety (such as extremely high reliability and safety requirements.  Even though high reliability 
and safety are not required, this product should not be used directly for applications that have serious risk for life and 
physical safety.  Take sufficient consideration in faile-safe design (such as providing protective circuit or protective device 
inside the system, providing redundant circuit to ensure no instability when single device failure occurs).

•　When used in environments with strong electromagnetic field, there is possibility of product damage due to malfunction.
•　When used in environment with corrosive gas (hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, etc.) , there is possibility that they might 

penetrate the product and lead to failure.
•　When used in environments where there is conductive foreign matter or dust, there is possibility of product failure or 

malfunction.
•　Provide countermeasure for  prevention of lightning surge voltage as there is risk of damage due to abnormal voltage.
•　Connect together the frame ground terminal of the product and the ground terminal of the equipment  for safety and noise 

reduction. If these ground is not connected together, there is risk of electric shock.
•　Parts with lifetime specifications (built-in fan, electrolytic capacitor) are required to be replaced periodically. 
 　Set the overhaul period depending on the environment of usage and perform maintenance. 
 　Also, note that there are cases when EOL products cannot be overhauled. 
•　Take care not to apply external abnormal voltage to the output. Especially, applying reverse voltage or overvoltage more 

than the rated voltage to the output might cause failure, electric shock or fire.
•　Do not use in special environment such as places directly exposed to sunlight, dew condensation, moisture,  rain, strong 

electro-magnetic field, or corrosive gas (hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide).  
•　This product have a built-in fan for air-cooling. Do not block the air intake and exhaust.
•　On the occasion of obtain of Safety Standard, this power supply is not considered for connect between +V terminal and 

earth.
•　The output of this product is considered to be a hazardous energy level (The voltage is 2V or more and the power is 240VA 

or more). It must not be made accessible to users. Protection must be provided for Service Engineers against indirect contact 
with the output terminals and/or to prevent tools being dropped across them. While working on this product, the DC input 
power must be switched off and the input and output voltage should be zero.

•　When short the output  during operation, there is a damage inside the converter.
•　When change abrupt  in Input voltage during operation, there is a Risk of damage inside the converter. 
•　When use the Electric storage device, Please refer to the manual of e lectric storage device and use the appropriate 

protection device.

Note
•　There is a possibility machining traces remain on sheet metal of product.
•　Consider storage of the product at normal temperature and humidity avoiding direct exposure to sunlight at environment 

with minimal temperature and humidity changes. Storage of product at high temperature, high humidity and  environments 
with severe changes in temperature and humidity might cause deterioration, and occurrence of condensation in the product.

•　When disposing product, follow disposal laws of each municipality.
•　Published EMI (CE, RE) or immunity is the result when measured in our standard measurement conditions and might not 

satisfy specification when mounted and wired inside end-user equipment.
 　Use the product after sufficiently evaluating at actual end-user equipment.
•　Catalogue, contents of the instruction manual may be changed without a prior notice. Refer to latest catalogue or  

instruction manual.
•　Reproduction or reprinting the instruction manual or its portion is forbidden without our permission.
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1. Over View 
1-1. System Construction Example

Example of power conversion system is below. This example is constructed in Manual CV Mode meaning the 
power conversion direction is controlled by Host System.

Example of multiple connections

Operation
Generation (Charge) means that power conversion is from HVDC to LVDC.
Regeneration (Discharge) means that power conversion is from LVDC to HVDC.
Current polarity is positive at generation and negative at regeneration.

Note: 
When attach the battery or large capacitance capacitor, please use the line over 1.5M to connect the device to 
the converter terminal.
Bi-directional converter has a noise filter inside.
However if there is an operation issue due to noise on the DC-bus, please add another noise filter outside of 
the converter.
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Bi-Directional Converter 1

Bi-Directional Converter 2
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2. Part Number Indication

3. Explain of Terminal Connection
Take care of wiring this power supply. Incorrect wiring will damage this product.

3-1. Explanation of Terminal Connection

① LED of Indicator (Refer to 9.User Interface section)

② RESET : Tact Switch (Refer to 9.User Interface section)

③ ADDRESS : Rotary Switch (Refer to 9.User Interface section）

④ Grid Connection Terminal （DC320V HVDC Terminal : M5 Screw）

     DC Power Supply Input Output Terminal  -V，NC※2, +V （The fuse is connected to +V) 
　

⑤ CN : External Signal Connector (Refer to 10.System Interface section)

⑥ SW : DIP Switch (Refer to 9.User Interface section) 

⑦ RS-485 : Serial Interface Connector (Refer to 10.System Interface section）

⑧ Battery Connection Terminal （DC240V LVDC Terminal : M5 Screw）

　　DC Power Supply Input Output Terminal  -V，NC※2, +V （The fuse is connected to +V) 

⑨　　 Ground terminal (M5 Screw)
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Optional Code

Rated Input / Output Voltage

Rated Output Power

Series Name

EZA  11K  - 320240

※1 Warning
    When installing EZA11K, load the body on the chassis base side.
    Don’t load of the body only by the side brackets for rack mount.
    That would damage the bracket and chassis.

※2 NC :  There is no internal connection at this terminal.

④⑤⑥⑦⑧

⑨

①

②③

※1 Bracket for Rack Maunt

※1 Bracket for Rack Maunt
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3-2. Appropriate Connectors, Housing and Terminal Pins for use in this power supply

Model Name Maker

Connector (Pin Header） S16B-PADSS-1 JST

Housing （Socket　Housing） PADP-16V-1-S JST

SPH-002T-P0.5 (AWG28-24)

SPH-001T-P0.5 (AWG26-22)

Crimping Tool AP-K2N JST

CN
Terminal Pin　（Contact） JST

Part Name
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4．Connection Method

Take care of wiring this power supply. Incorrect wiring will damage this product.

5. Block Diagram

 Be sure that all power lines are disconnected when wiring connections for input, output and connector 
terminals.

 Route input line and output line separately to avoid noise interference.

 Connect protective earth grounding to the          terminal of this power supply.

 Use the recommended connectors described in section “3-2. Appropriate Connectors. Housing and Terminal 
Pins for use in this power supply”.

 Connector accessories are not included in the delivery package.
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6-1. Automatic Battery CV Mode

Battery voltage is maintained at set target voltage. 
If battery voltage is lower than the target voltage : 
Generation Operation （Charge）
If battery voltage is higher than the target voltage : 
Regeneration Operation (Discharge)

Constant current control is for battery side current 
both generation operation and regeneration 
operation. For generating operation and 
regenerating operation the target current value can 
be set separately. 
Battery bus ramp up mode can be selected for 
charged up capacitor (Max 15000μF) of battery 
side from 0V and/or for operation as bus converter. 

By apply external voltage, HVDC side is more than 120VDC or LVDC side is more than 120VDC the control circuit 
will be initialized and setting information will be loaded from the non-volatile memory. 
At this point each LED will light up and turn off after completing the initialization process. 
If the internal interface detects abnormality for some reason, the LED will remain lit up.
After the initialize process, the converter will be in waiting mode. Power conversion operation will start when the 
operation command is sent.  
The internal FANs are rotated during any power conversion operation.
FANs will stop after approximately 3 minutes when operation is stopped by operation command. 

With this converter selection of operation mode such as Automatic Battery CV Mode, Automatic Grid CV 
Mode or Manual CV Mode is possible.
Note that power conversion direction from HVDC (Grid) to LVDC (Battery) will be described as Generation 
Operation (Charge) and power conversion direction from LVDC (Battery) to HVDC (Grid) will be described as 
Regeneration Operation (Discharge).

After operation command is inputted regardless of the mode,  the converter require approximately 10 seconds to 
startup. In the meantime please do not the load fluctuation, input variation and change setting values.

6. Operation Mode
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Converter320V (HVDC) 240V (LVDC)

Input
(Grid)

Output
(Battery)

Generation
(Charge)

Regeneration
(Discharge)

Ibat

Vbat

Target Battery Voltage
Vbat

Ibat

Battery Under Voltage

Battery Over Voltage ShutDown

ShutDown

Regeneration
(Discharge)

Generation
(Charge)

Battery Limit Current
(Charge)

Battery Limit Current
(Discharge)

0

Operating Characteristic
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6-2. Automatic Grid CV mode

Grid voltage is maintained at set target voltage. 
If grid voltage is lower than the target voltage : 
Regeneration Operation （Discharge）
If grid voltage is higher than the target voltage:
Generation Operation (Charge)
There is a dead zone (power conversion non-operational 
band) which can be set between regeneration voltage level 
and generation voltage level.
Constant current control is for grid side current both 
generation operation and regeneration operation.
For generating operation and regenerating operation the 
target current value can be set separately. 

6-3. Automatic Grid CV with Battery CC mode
The basic actions of this mode is same to Grid 
Automatic CV Mode.  Constant current is controlled by 

battery side current.

Also, it is possible to set battery over-charge and over-discharge protection that stops charging and discharging process 
when battery voltage level reaches the target voltage level. (Refer to 7-1.Battery Protection)
Grid bus ramp up mode can be selected for charged up capacitor (Max 15000μF) of grid side from 0V and/or 
for operation as bus converter. 
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Converter320V (HVDC) 240V (LVDC)

Output
(Grid)

Input
(Battery)

Generation
(Charge)

Regeneration
(Discharge)

Igrid

Vgrid

Converter320V (HVDC) 240V (LVDC)

Output
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Generation
(Charge)

Regeneration
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Ibat
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Target Grid VoltageVgrid
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Grid Over Voltage ShutDown

ShutDown

Regeneration
(Discharge)

Generation
(Charge)

Grid Limit Current
(Discharge)

Grid Limit Current
(Charge)

0

Operating Characteristic

Deadzone(*)

Deadzone Upper Limit Voltage

Deadzone Lower Lomit Voltage

*Deadzone : Converter is held in equilibrium operation 
that no operation neither generate nor regeneration.

Target Grid Voltage
Vgrid

Ibat
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ShutDown

Regeneration
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Generation
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Battery Limit Current
(Discharge)

Battery imit Current
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0
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Deadzone

Deadzone Upper Limit Voltage

Deadzone Lower Lomit Voltage
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6-4. Manual Battery CV mode
At this mode the converter works only generating operation.

Battery port is controlled by constant voltage or constant current.
Battery bus ramp up mode can be selected for charged up capacitor (Max 15000μF) of battery side from 0V and/

or for operation as bus converter. 

6-5. Manual Grid CV mode
At this mode the converter works only regenerating operation.
Grid port is controlled by constant voltage or constant current.
Also, it is possible to set battery over-charge and over-discharge protection that stops charging and discharging 
process when battery voltage level reaches the target voltage level. (Refer to 7-1.Battery Protection)
Grid bus ramp up mode can be selected for charged up capacitor (Max 15000μF) of grid side from 0V and/or for 

operation as bus converter. 

6-6. Manual Grid CV with Battery CC mode
 The basic actions of this mode is same to Grid Manual CV Mode. 　

 Constant current is controlled by grid side current.
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Generation
(Charge)

ShutDown

Target Battery Voltage
Vbat

Ibat
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ShutDown
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7-1. Battery Protection

The converter will restrict the current for avoid the over-charge and over-discharge when battery voltage reach to the 
setting value if battery protection is enabled （See illustration below）.

If the battery internal impedance is large please set the larger release voltage deviation to avoid being  affected by 
the battery internal impedance.
Due to the effect of measurement accuracy, the converter might be charging or discharging with minute current. 
Please set the over-voltage protection and under-voltage protection to the appropriate values. Also, please use the 
protective function of battery together.
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Generation
(Charge)

Regeneration
(Discharge)

Release Warning of Pre Full Battery Volt

Warning of Pre Full Battery Volt

Over Charging Protection Volt
(Target Battery Voltage)

Condition

Bit of Pre Full Battery signal
(via RS485)

1

0

t

Vbat

Battery Over Charging Protection Timing Chart

Regeneration
(Discharge)

Generation
(Charge)

Release Warning of Pre Empty Battery Volt

Warning of Pre Empty Battery Volt

Over Discharging Protection Volt

Condition

Bit of Pre Empty Battery signal
(via RS485)

1

0

t

Vbat

Battery Over Discharging Protection Timing Chart

7. Converter Configuration

7-2. PV Connection Mode
・PV Connection Mode (Battery)

To connect a PV (Photovoltaics) to the Battery Connection Terminal (LVDC Terminal) of this product, set 
the PV Connection Mode (Battery).
This mode lowers the voltage thresholds at which the built-in battery side inrush current protection circuit 
is turned on/off, in order to protect this circuit from PV voltage fluctuations.
In order to avoid a massive inrush current, do not connect any power supply other than a PV, such as a DC 
power supply or a storage battery, to the LVDC Terminal in this mode. Also, check that the LVDC 
Terminal voltage is lower than 50V when turning on the breaker.

Voltage thresholds for turning on/off the battery side inrush current protection

Turn OFF Turn ON

Disabled UBV - 15V UBV - 30V *UBV factory default value is 144V.
Enabled 65V 50V (UBV: Under Battery Volts)
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8. Required Pre-Charged Voltage

The converter is necessary the pre-charged voltage at battery side and grid side (See illustration below).
The converter cannot startup when the pre-charged voltage is not enough.
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Voltage thresholds for turning on/off the grid side inrush current protection

Turn OFF Turn ON

Disabled UGV - 15V UGV - 30V *UGV factory default value is 230V.
Enabled 65V 50V (UGV: Under Grid Volts)

・PV Connection Mode (Grid)
To connect a PV (Photovoltaics) to the Grid Connection Terminal (HVDC Terminal) of this product, set 
the PV Connection Mode (Grid).
This mode lowers the voltage thresholds at which the built-in grid side inrush current protection circuit is 
turned on/off, in order to protect this circuit from PV voltage fluctuations.
In order to avoid a massive inrush current, do not connect any power supply other than a PV, such as a DC 
power supply or a storage battery, to the HVDC Terminal in this mode. Also, check that the HVDC 
Terminal voltage is lower than 50V when turning on the breaker.
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PV Connection Mode (Battery) System Construction

PV Connection Mode (Grid) System Construction
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1 2 3 With Charging mode With Discharging mode

OFF OFF OFF

OFF OFF ON Manual Battery CV Manual Grid CV
OFF ON OFF
OFF ON ON
ON OFF OFF
ON OFF ON Manual Battery CV Automatic Grid CV
ON ON OFF
ON ON ON

4 5

OFF OFF

OFF ON
ON OFF
ON ON

6 7 8

OFF OFF OFF

OFF OFF ON
OFF ON OFF
OFF ON ON
ON OFF OFF
ON OFF ON
ON ON OFF
ON ON ON

DIP SW

DIP SW
RS485　Baud rate　*2

DIP SW
RS485 Address Area *2

19.2kbps

9600bps

Reserved

Automatic Battery CV

6 : 0x60 - 0x6E

7 : 0x70 - 0x7E

Operating Mode

Invalid *1

Reserved

38.4kbps
57.6kbps

Automatic Grid CV with Battery CC

Automatic Grid CV

0 : 0x00 - 0x0E
1 : 0x10 - 0x1E
2 : 0x20 - 0x2E
3 : 0x30 - 0x3E
4 : 0x40 - 0x4E
5 : 0x50 - 0x5E

9. User Interface
The front panel of this converter has a tact switch, rotary switch and 3 LEDs.
Also the rear panel has an 8-bit DIP switch.

9-1. Tact SW
The tact switch functions as alarm clear button when the alarm is activated due to abnormal occurrence.
When this switch is pushed, a command to clear the alarm is sent to the converter while in alarm state 
(ALM LED ON). 
This switch does not function when converter is not alarm state.

9-2. Rotary SW
The rotary switch functions as the RS-485 address setting for this converter.

The interface address is composed of 7 bits and can be set within the range "0x00"～"0x7E" range.
Rotary switch is used to set the lowest digits (last 4 bits) and DIP SW is used to set the highest digits.
Note: The last digit address "F" is a reserved address for broadcast address and must not be used for 
setting address.

The value pointed by the arrow of the switch is recognized as the lowest digits of the interface address.
”0x00” is default value at the time of factory shipment.
The value of the rotary switch is only recognized at the startup the control circuit in the converter (interface 
MCU initialization). If the settings are changed during converter operation, the changed setting becomes valid at 
the start of the next startup the control circuit in this converter.

9-3. DIP SW
DIP Switch functions as a setting switch to designate operating mode of this converter.

DIP switch is turned ON when the lever is pressed down.

O
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

*1　Operate by RS485 Communication only
*2　The value of the DIP Switch is only recognized at the startup the control circuit in the converter during 

interface MCU initialization. If the settings are changed during converter operation then the changed 
settings become valid at the next start up control circuit.
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9-4. Operating Status Indicator
The Front Panel of this converter has LEDs (3 pcs) as operating status indicator.
The LED arrangement is shown below together with the conditions when these LEDs light up or turn off.

When there is failure inside the converter at all the LEDs light up.
At no load conditions, REG/GEN LED blinks.

Pin #13 is reserved, do not connect.

10. System Interface
This converter is provided with one external signal connector and 2 serial interface connectors as an interface to 
the host devices.

10-1. External Signal Connector (CN)
The external signal connector layout as seen from the rear panel is shown below.

10-1-1. Alarm Signal, ALM
Alarm Signal ALM is outputted (Pin 1 becomes open) when Alarm occurs. (Synchronized with Alarm Indicator 
LED)

10-1-2. Converter Good Operation Signal, PG
Converter Good Operation Signal PG is outputted (Pin 3 becomes short to SG) during Converter Operation (Power 
Conversion).

10-1-3. Converter Operation Stop Command, STOP
By shorting this signal to SG, the converter can be forcibly stopped.
 (STOP prioritizes interface command)
This signal is categorized as a heavy alarm. When this command is detected the Alarm Signal “ALM” is outputted.

10-1-4. Converter Operation Start Command, RUN
By shorting this signal to SG, the converter will commence power conversion according to the pre-set DIP Switch 
Operation Mode.
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REG
GEN
ALM

Light up at Regeneration operating

Light up at Generation operating

Light up at Alarm

Pin # Signal I/O Note

1 ALM O Alarm

2 SG - Signal Ground
3 PG O Converter Operation Good Signal
4 SG - Signal Ground
5 STOP I Converter Operation Stop Command
6 SG - Signal Ground
7 RUN I Converter Operation Start Command
8 SG - Signal Ground
9 CHRG I Charge, Discharge Conversion Command

10 SG - Signal Ground
11 ALMCLR I Alarm Clear
12 SG - Signal Ground
13 - - Reserved
14 SG - Signal Ground
15 AUX5V O Service Power Supply
16 24Vi I Power Input for parameter setting
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10-1-5. Charge/Discharge Conversion Command, CHRG
Charge/Discharge Conversion Command, CHRG (Pin 9) is used for operation mode change.
The converter change to the Charging mode when this signal is open.
The converter change to the Discharging mode when this signal short to SG.
There is behavior differs on operating mode and DIP switch setting. Please refer to “9-3. DIP SW”.

10-1-6. Alarm Clear Command, ALM CLR
During converter stoppage due to alarm, the latched alarm of this converter can be reset by Alarm Clear Command 
ALMCLR (Pin 11) short to SG. 

10-1-7. Service Power Supply, AUX 5V
Service Power Supply (Pin 15) is referenced to SG with approximately 4.7V. 
A maximum of 20mA DC load can be connected. Current limit should be provided externally outside the converter.

10-1-8. Power supply input for parameter change, 24Vi
The RS485 communication becomes possible by supplying 24V voltage to 24Vi (Pin 16).
Thus, the converter parameters can be changed. 
This pin is used for the converter parameter setting without supply voltage to battery and grid terminal. 
Please do not supply this pin when battery or grid Terminal are supplied voltage.

*SG(Signal Ground) is functional insulation from converter ground.
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PIN # I/O Signal Signal Operation Response time Internal Circuit External Condition Example Circuit Note

1 O ALM

Open at Heavy Alarm

-

Extra Circuit
Voltage:

5V～30V
(max 20mA)

Open Drain Output.
Current Limitation shoud ve limited by External Circuit.

Pin #1 becomes opend whien heavy alarm occurs.

3 O PG

Short at Operating

-

Extra Circuit
Voltage:

5V～30V
(max 20mA)

Open Drain Output.
Current Limitation shoud ve limited by External Circuit.

Pin #3 becomes short to SG when converter operating.

5 I STOP

Converter Shut Down at Falling
Edge Input

2ms(typ.)
+Chattering
removal time

(16ms)

No Voltage
Contact Input

When use semiconductor SW, ON voltage should be 0.3V maximum.
Converter can be forcibly stopped by pin #5 short to SG.
Converter shuts down is by falling edge of input signal and is hold if
input signal released.

7 I RUN

Conversion is Started at
Falling Edge Input
Conversion is Stopped at
Rising Edge Input

10ms(typ.)
30ms(max)
+Chattering
removal time

(60ms)

No Voltage
Contact Input

When use semiconductor SW, ON voltage should be 0.3V maximum.
Converter starts operate by pin #7 short to SG.
Converter will be started operate by falling edge of signal and keep
operate under low level signal.
Converter will be stopped by rising edge of input signal released.

9 I CHRG

Chrging mode at Short input

10ms(typ.)
30ms(max)
+Chattering
removal time

(60ms)

No Voltage
Contact Input

When use semiconductor SW, ON voltage should be 0.3V maximum.
This signal used  in combination with RUN signal.
Discharging mode when pin #9 open.
Charging mode when pin #p short to SG.

11 I ALMCLR

Alarm Clear at Falling Edge

10ms(typ.)
30ms(max)
+Chattering
removal time

(60ms)

No Voltage
Contact Input

When use semiconductor SW, ON voltage should be 0.3V maximum.
During converter stopped due to ALM, converter can be restart by
ALMCLR.
Become alarm clear by pin #11 short to SG.

13 I Reserved - - - No Voltage Contact  Input - Reserved. Do not connect.

15 - AUX5V - - - - Current limitation should be limited by External Circuit.

16 - 24Vi - - - -
By supply 24V to pin #16, RS485 communication will be available.
Do not provide voltage to pin #16 when Battery or Grid terminal are
supplied voltage.

SG

24V

4.7K
LED

SG

24V

4.7K
LED

SW

SW

SW

SW

H

L

NO Alarm Alarm

H

L

Operate

H

L

H

L

ONOFF OFF

H

L

Discharge Charge

H

L

SG

ALM1515

0.2μ 1SS388

SG

PG1515

0.2μ 1SS388

SG

STOP

10k

0.1μ

1SS388

330

F5V

0.1μ

SG

RUN

10k

0.1μ

1SS388

330

F5V

0.1μ

SG

CHRG

10k

0.1μ

1SS388

330

F5V

0.1μ

SG

ALMCLR

10k

0.1μ

1SS388

330

F5V

0.1μ

F5V

RB521SM-40

AUX5V

SG

5VS

1

2

34

5
6
7

SGGND

24Vi

CC3-SF-E

0.1μ 10μ10μ

UDZV36B

CRS04
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10-2. Serial Interface Connector
This converter uses RS-485 as serial interface to the host devices.
The connector type uses the same RJ-45 (shielded) as the general-purpose LAN cables.
The interface connector layout as seen from the rear panel is shown below.

18 234567

It is also possible to use LAN STP cables as connecting cables.
Setting value is stored in the internal memory.
For detail of communication, please refer to "Communication manual".

10-3. Serial Connection of Multiple Converters
In order to facilitate RS-485 connection, this converter is provided with 2 serial interface connectors. 
The interface circuit of this converter functions as intermediate RS-485 connectors.
Due to this feature RS-485 bus can be extended simply by connecting interface cables between converters when 
connecting multiple converters to the host devices. (Depending on surrounding environment, there might be a need 
to use a termination to connect to one converter or both the converter and the host devices.)

Shown below is an example of serial connection of 4 converters.

STP Cable STP Cable STP Cable STP Cable TerminatorTerminator

EMS

RS-485

CNV1

RS-485

CNV2

RS-485

CNV3

RS-485

CNV4

RS-485

The address of converters connected to RS-485 bus including host devices should be unique.
Each unique address can be set by Rotary Switch and DIP Switch.
Possible address setting ranges are "0x00"～"0x7E".
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Pin # Note

1 No use
2 No use
3 No use
4 B (Inverted diffirential pair)
5 A (Non-inverted diffirential pair)
6 No use
7 No use
8 Common return

Signal

NC

Common

NC
NC
D1
D0
NC
NC
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10-4. Broadcast Address
Interface Address "0xFF" and Interface "0xkF"(k : 0～7) are special addresses and functions as broadcast address.
When "0xFF" is set as receiving address in command sent by Host, all the converters connected within the 
interface bus receives that command.
When the lowest digit of the address is set to "F", all the converters within the same group receives that command.  
Please note that all commands sent to the Broadcast Address cannot make the response message.
Below is an example of converter address and their corresponding Broadcast Address.

*For details regarding Serial Interface, please refer to “Communication Manual”

11. Alarm
11-1 Types of Alarm

Alarm status can be verified by RS-485 interface.

11-1-1. Heavy Alarm 
When Heavy Alarm is detected, External signal connector ALM signal is triggered (open). 
When this happens during power conversion process, power conversion stops and the external signal connector PG 
becomes open. Heavy Alarm can be reset by alarm clear command (Interface, External Signal Connector ALMCLR 
or pushing Tact Switch RESET). After resetting the alarm, power conversion will commence again if the 
converter operation command is inputted.

11-1-2. Heavy Alarm (System Alert)
When Heavy Alarm (System Alert) is detected, external signal connector ALM signal is triggered (open). When this 
happens during power conversion process, power conversion stops and the external signal connector PG becomes 
open. Heavy Alarm (System Alert) cannot be reset by alarm clear command. Heavy Alarm (System Alert) can be 
reset by power down and power on again. Depending on the cause Heavy Alarm (System Alert) might re-occur.

11-1-3. Light Alarm
If a light alarm occurred during power conversion operation then power conversion operation will stop and the 
external signal connector PG will open. Light alarm indicates that power conversion cannot be executed due to 
external abnormalities. Power conversion will commence once the external abnormalities are removed and the 
converter operation mode command is valid.
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Broadcast Group :
0x1F

Broadcast Group : 
0x6F

Broadcast Group :
0x7F

TerminatorTerminator

CNV1
Address

0x01

CNV2
Address

0x02

CNV3
Address

0x11

CNV4
Address

0x12

CNV5
Address

0x61

CNV6
Address

0x62

CNV7
Address

0x71

CNV8
Address

0x72

EMS
Address

0x00

Broadcast Group :
0x0F

Broadcast Group :
0xFF

Alarm category Alarm Rest Operating Detail

Converter Stopped, Alarm Signal triggered ON, PG Open;
Can be reset to STOP status by Alarm Clear Command
Converter Stopped, Alarm Signal triggered ON, PG Open;
Cannot be reset by Alarm Clear Command
Converter Stopped, PG Open;
Can be reset to former status by clearing the alarm

Heavy Alarm Can be Reset

Heavy Alarm (System Alert) Cannot be Reset

Light Alarm Can be Reset
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11-2. Alarm Category and their Details

Alarm Category

Threshold Values that are adjustable can be set by RS-485 interface.

11-2-1. Battery Over Voltage
When the measured battery voltage goes up threshold level, the battery over voltage alarm is triggered.
Threshold level can be adjusted.

11-2-2. Battery Under Voltage
When the measured battery voltage goes down threshold level, the battery under voltage alarm is triggered. 
Threshold level can be adjusted.

11-2-3. Battery Over Current
When the measured battery current goes up threshold level, the battery over current alarm is triggered.
Threshold level is fixed.

11-2-4. Grid Over Voltage
When the measured grid voltage goes up threshold level, the grid over voltage alarm is triggered.
Threshold level can be adjusted.

11-2-5. Grid Under Voltage
When the measured grid voltage goes down threshold level, the grid under voltage alarm is triggered.
Threshold level can be adjusted.
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Operating Mode

Alart Item Battery Grid Battery Grid

Light Alarm Heavy Alarm Light Alarm Heavy Alarm Light Alarm

Light Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Light Alarm Light Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Light Alarm Light Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

- Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

- Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm Heavy Alarm Light Alarm

- Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

- Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm

Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm

- Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

- Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm

Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm Light Alarm

- Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

- Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm

- Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy Alarm Heavy AlarmBus Ramp-Up Timeout

Bus Ramp-Up Unavailable Range

Abnormal Temperature of Heatsink(Grid)

Waiting

Abnormal Temperature of Converter

Abnormal Temperature of Heatsink(Battery)

Bus Ramp-Up Over Current

Grid 0A Uncalibrated

Battery Inrush Current Protection ON

Grid Inrush Current Protection ON

Battery Voltage Fluctuation

Grid Voltage Fluctuation

Battery 0A Uncalibrated

Grid Under Voltage

Hardware Over Voltage

System Alert

Automatic Mode

Battery Over Voltage

Battery Under Voltage

Battery Over Current

Grid Over Voltage

Manual Mode

Out of Derating Range

Grid Over Current

Hardware Over Current

Converter Stop Command(External  Signal)
Fan Lock
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11-2-6. Grid Over Current
When the measured grid current goes up threshold level, the grid over current alarm is triggered.
Threshold level is fixed.

11-2-7. Hardware Over Current
When the over current circuit comparator detects current over the threshold level, the Hardware Over Current Alarm 
is triggered. Threshold level is fixed.

11-2-8. Converter Stop Command(External Signal)
When Converter Stop Command of the External Signal Connector is detected, the Converter Stop Alarm is 
triggered.

11-2-9. Fan Lock
If internal FAN rotation speed reduces too far: the FAN Lock Alarm is triggered.
Threshold level is fixed.

11-2-10. Abnormal Temperature of Heatsink(Battery)
Abnormal temperature at Heatsink (Battery) detection is done through thermistor its detection temperature is about 
100 degree C. Signal from the Abnormal detect circuit triggers Abnormal Temperature at Heatsink (Battery).
Detect threshold level is fixed.

11-2-11. Abnormal Temperature of Heatsink(Grid)
Abnormal temperature at Heatsink (Grid) detection is done through thermistor its detection temperature is about 100 
degree C. Signal from the Abnormal detect circuit triggers Abnormal Temperature at Heatsink (Grid).
Detect threshold level is fixed.

11-2-12. Abnormal Temperature of Converter
When converter internal measured temperature exceeds detect threshold level (about more than 80 degree C) 
Abnormal Temperature of Converter Alarm is triggered. Detect threshold level is fixed.

11-2-13. Hardware Over Voltage
When over voltage circuit comparator detects voltage over the threshold level, the Hardware Over Voltage Alarm is 
triggered. Detect threshold level is fixed.

11-2-14. System Alert
When Abnormality is detected in this converter, System Alarm will be triggered.
Alarm due to System Alert is not covered by Alarm Recovery procedures.

11-2-15. Out of Derating Range
When the measured input / output voltage or the target output voltage falls outside the required pre-charged voltage 
during the startup, the Out of Derating Range Alarm is triggered. (Refer to 8. Required Pre-Charged Voltage)
Also, When the measured input / output voltage falls into Stop Area, this alarm is triggered. (Refer to 12-4. Input 
Output Range section)

11-2-16. Battery Inrush Current Protection ON
When the battery side inrush current protection is on due to the measured battery voltage being below the threshold 
level, the Battery Inrush Current Protection ON Alarm is triggered.
When the measured battery voltage goes up the threshold level, the protection is off and the alarm is reset.
The threshold level is determined by PV Connection Mode and the threshold level of Battery Under Voltage.
(Refer to 7-2. PV Connection Mode)

11-2-17. Grid Inrush Current Protection ON
When the grid side inrush current protection is on due to the measured grid voltage being below the threshold level, 
the Grid Inrush Current Protection ON Alarm is triggered.
When the measured grid voltage goes up the threshold level, the protection is off and the alarm is reset.
The threshold level is determined by PV Connection Mode and the threshold level of Grid Under Voltage.
(Refer to 7-2. PV Connection Mode)
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11-2-18. Battery Voltage Fluctuation
When the measured battery voltage fluctuates over +/-40V within 8ms during operation, Battery Voltage Fluctuation  
Alarm is triggered.
In addition, when the measured battery voltage fluctuates over +/-50V from the initial voltage during the startup, this 
alarm is triggered.
The threshold level is fixed.

11-2-19. Grid Voltage Fluctuation
When the measured grid voltage fluctuates over +/-60V within 8ms during operation, Grid Voltage Fluctuation 
Alarm is triggered.
In addition, when the measured grid voltage fluctuates over +/-50V from the initial voltage during the startup, this 
alarm is triggered.
The threshold level is fixed.

11-2-20. Battery 0A Uncalibrated
The built-in current detection circuit on the battery side is calibrated at zero point upon the battery side inrush 
current protection turned off or upon the startup. When the zero calibration is not done, the Battery 0A Uncalibrated 
Alarm is triggered. This alarm is reset after the calibration.

11-2-21. Grid 0A Uncalibrated
The built-in current detection circuit on the grid side is calibrated at zero point upon the grid side inrush current 
protection turned off or upon the startup. When the zero calibration is not done, the Grid 0A Uncalibrated Alarm is 
triggered. This alarm is reset after the calibration.

11-2-22. Bus Ramp-Up Unavailable Range
The measured battery voltage must be less than 129.6V at the start of Battery bus ramp-up. If the measured battery 
voltage is greater than 129.6V at the startup, the Bus Ramp-Up Unavailable Range Alarm is triggered.
Also, the measured grid voltage must be less than 207.0V at the start of Grid bus ramp-up. If the measured grid 
voltage is greater than 207.0V at the startup, this alarm is triggered.
In addition, the output-side constant current value must be set over 1A at the start of Battery/Grid bus ramp-up. If 
the value is set less than 1A at the startup, this alarm is triggered.

11-2-23. Bus Ramp-Up Over Current
When the measured output current exceeds the threshold level during the startup of Battery/Grid bus ramp-up, the 
Bus Ramp-Up Over Current Alarm is triggered. The threshold level is fixed. Only capacitive loads up to a maximum 
of 15,000uF can be connected to this product at Battery/Grid bus ramp-up.

11-2-24. Bus Ramp-Up Timeout
If  the startup of Battery/Grid bus ramp-up has not been completed within a fixed time frame due to external factors, 
the Bus Ramp-Up Timeout Alarm is triggered.
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12．Explanation of Functions and Precautions
12-1. Input Voltage Range

Input voltage range is 150 – 300VDC for LVDC, and 240 – 400VDC for HVDC.
Input voltage which is out of specification might cause unit damage.

12-2. Output Voltage Range
Output voltage setting range is 150 – 300VDC for HVDC and 240 – 400VDC forLVDC.
Set output voltage is via RS-485 communication.

12-3. Constant Current Range
Constant current setting range is 0 – 52A for HVDC and 0 – 42A for LVDC.
Set constant current is via RS-485 communication.

12-4. Input Output Range
Please use this product within a predetermined Input Output Range. （See Illustration Below）

Within Limited Area, the converter limits Maximum Current by half （LVDC: 25.0A, HVDC: 20.0A） and issues 
Warning.
Within Stop Area, the converter stops and  issues Heavy Alarm.
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L
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C
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)

Stop Area

Limited Area

12-5. Output Ripple & Noise
The specification for maximum ripple value is measured according to specified measurement circuit.
When a distance of Load line becomes long, the ripple noise can be reduced by attach the Electrolytic capacitors, 
film capacitors, etc to the load terminals.

12-6. Dynamic Loads
At full load or no-load conditions and during transients and dynamic changes of output voltage, over-voltage 
protection, under-voltage protection and voltage fluctuation protection might work. So, please pay attention.

12-7. Series Operation
Series operation is not possible.
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12-8. Parallel Operation
Parallel operation to increase the output current is possible.
Converter has droop function for current share.
Droop ratio can be set via RS-485.
Voltage drop will increase with a large current droop ratio which makes it easier to balance.

Please follow below indications:
1) Please set same output voltage.
2) Please use same size and same length of output wires.
3) Please use same size and same length of input wire for each separate converter.

12-9. Isolation Test
　Isolation Resistance between primary (DC320V) and chassis(　　) is more than 100MΩ at 1000VDC.
　Isolation Resistance between secondary(DC240V) and chassis(　　) is more than 100MΩ at 1000VDC.
　Isolation Resistance between signals and chassis(　　) is more than 100MΩ at 500VDC.

 

・Primary (DC320V) and chassis(　　) is more than 100MΩ at 1000VDC.
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Bi-Directional Converter 
EZA11K

Bi-Directional Converter 
EZA11K

Battery

HVDC BUS
(Grid)

＋ ＋

＋ ＋

－

－

－

－

－

＋

320V

320V

240V

240V

・Secondary(DC240V) and chassis(　　) is more than 100MΩ at 1000VDC.

・Signals and chassis(　　) is more than 100MΩ at 500VDC.　
*All pins of RS-485 and CN connectors must be shorted. 
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12-10. Withstand Voltage Test
This converter is designed to withstand 　
2000V between primary (DC320V) and chassis(　　) , 
2000V between secondary(DC240V) and chassis(　　),　
400V between signals and chassis(　　),
2200V between primary (DC320V) and secondary(DC240V), 
3000V between primary (DC320V) and signals,　
3000V between secondary(DC240V) and signals 　 　
each for 1minute.
The applied voltage must be gradually increased from zero to testing value and then gradually decreased to zero.
When timer is used the unit may be damaged by high rate of change of voltage at turn on/off. Ramp the voltage even 
if using a timer. Connect +V and –V as follows.

・ primary (DC320V) and chassis(　　)： 2000VAC, 1min(50mA)

・secondary(DC240V) and chassis(　　)： 2000VAC, 1min(50mA)
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・signals and chassis(　　)： 400VAC, 1min(100mA)
  *Must connect short all pins of RS-485 and CN. 
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・primary (DC320V) and secondary(DC240V)： 2200VAC, 1min(50mA)

・primary (DC320V) and signals： 3000VAC, 1min(50mA)

・secondary(DC240V) and signals ： 3000VAC, 1min(50mA)
  *Must connect short all pins of RS-485 and CN.

Notes: This product has ceramic capacitor between primary circuit and chassis　and between secondary circuit 
and chassis. Some withstand voltage tester can generate higher voltage then the capacitor can withstand – so be 
careful to set the test voltages as above and no higher – otherwise capacitors may be damaged.
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13． Mounting
Please install reliable using M4 tap 4 places of the  both side of chassis (see below circle, all 8 places).
The maximum allowable penetration of mounting screws is 6mm. 

Converter Side View
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Warning
    When installing EZA11K, load the body on the chassis base side.
    Don’t load of the body only by the side brackets for rack mount.
    That would damage the bracket and chassis.
    Use the bracket only for positioning and fixing when installing the body in the 19 inches rack.
    When removing the bracket, remove 2 screws fixing a bracket on a chassis.

Removal of a Bracket for Rack Mount

Front Rear
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13-1. Mounting Direction
Recommended standard mounting method (A).

(A)Standard Mounting

(B) Not possible

13-2. Mounting Method
(1) Forced air cooling type converter. 
     This converter has ventilating holes on the front and rear side panel. 
     Keep these two areas freely as much as possible.

(2)The maximum allowable penetration of mounting screws is 6mm. 
     Incomplete thread of mounting screw should not be penetrated.

(3)Recommended torque for mounting screw
     M4 screw : 1.27 N･m (13.0kgf・cm)

Converter

50mm min

FA
N Air Flow

Front Rear

50mm min
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14. Output Derating
14-1. LVDC Voltage vs  LVDC Current Derating

14-2. HVDC Voltage vs  HVDC Current Derating

14-3. HVDC Voltage vs  LVDC Voltage Derating

14-4. Ambient Temperature vs Output Derating
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*1  Limit maximum current by half（LVDC: 25.0A, HVDC: 20.0A）.
*2  Output shut down.

Limited maximum current *1

Limited maximum current *1 Output shut down *2
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15. Wiring Method
(1)The output load line and input line should be separated. 
(2)Use all lines as thick and short as possible to make lower impedance. When attach the battery or large capacitance 

capacitor to the line, please attach them 1.5M apart from converter terminal. The lines shall be twisted or use 
shielded wire to improve noise sensitivity. 

(3)Noise can be reduced by attaching a capacitor to the load terminals.
(4) For safety and EMI considerations connect      terminal to the mounting set ground terminal by thick wire
(5)If lighting surge protection is required, please place it in front of the converter. There is no protection against 

lighting surge inside the converter.

15-1.  Inserting contact into housing
(1)Do not apply any pulling force to crimped part and insert contact straightly to housing.
(2)Insert contact into housing, without stopping, to its furthest extent.
(3)Check secure locking on each insertion by pulling wire softly in order to check that contact does not come off 

housing. Besides, check whether there is the backlash in the direction of insertion axis.

15-2.  Mating and Un-mating connector
Hold receptacle housing securely and insert into header straight against to headed post until click sounds. Hold all 
wire securely and fix receptacle housing by fingers so as to unplug and then withdraw it on the mating axis.

 

15-3.  Routing of Wire
Routing wire so as not to apply external force to connector except force such as extent that bend the wire slightly, 

considering an enough length to route and fixing of wire.

16． External Fuse Rating
Refer to following fuse rating when selecting external fuses that are to be used on input line.
Surge current flows when line turn on.
Do not select the fuse with input current values under the actual load condition.

HVDC (DC400V) ：　70A Fast Blow type
LVDC (DC300V) :　 70A Fast Blow type
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17.　Fan Life Expectancy
The Fan-life expectancy is about 6 years at 50 degree C intake-air temperature.
Therefore, periodic maintenance by exchanging the life-expired fan is required for the converter.
Fan replacement service will be a charge, please contact your local TDK-Lambda sales office.

18． Before concluding that the unit is fault
(1)Check if the rated input voltage connected.
(2)Check if the wiring of input and output is correct.
(3)Check if the wire thickness is enough.
(4)Check if the built-in FAN is not stopped. Is FAN stopped by something irregular? If FAN stops, heavy alarm 

is triggered.
(5)The converter has ventilating holes on the front and rear panels. Check if there is any irregulars or dust, etc.
(6)Is this chassis of converter abnormally hot?  The output might shut down by OTP operation. Please re-start 

after allowing time for the unit to cool down sufficiently.
(7)Check if the output current and output wattage does not over specifications.
(8)Audible noise can be head during dynamic load operation.

19．Range of free warranty
This product warranted for a period of 5 years from the date of shipment. For a breakdown under a normal use 
during free warranty term repair is a free of charge. However replacement of the built-in fan is chargeable. Please 
contact your local TDK-Lambda sales office for FAN replacement.
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Converter
50mm

Measurement point

FA
N Air Flow

Front Rear

The following cases are not covered by warranty:
（1） Improper usage like dropping products, applying shock and defects from operation exceeding 

specification of the unit. 
（2） Defects resulting from natural disaster (fire, flood).
（3） Unauthorized modifications or repair by the user, defects not cause by TDK-Lambda.

20. CE MARKING/UKCA MARKING
  CE MARKING
  CE Marking, when applied to a product or packing material for a product covered by this handbook,
  indicates compliance with the Low Voltage Directive, EMC Directive and RoHS Directive.

  UKCA MARKING
  UKCA Marking, when applied to a product or packing material for a product covered by this handbook,
  indicates compliance with the Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations, 
  Electromagnetic Compatibility Regulations and Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances
  in Electrical & Electronic Equipment Regulations.


